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Abstract Introduction

Structured Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes

simulations of two partial, span flap wing experiments

were performed. The high-lift aerodynamic and

aeroacoustic wind-tunnel experiments were conducted

at both the NASA Ames 7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel and

at the NASA Langley Quiet Flow Facility. The purpose

of these tests was to accurately document the acoustic

and aerodynamic characteristics associated with the

principle airframe noise sources, including flap side-

edge noise. Specific measurements were taken that can

be used to validate analytic and computational models

of the noise sources and associated aerodynamics for

configurations and conditions approximating fight for

transport aircraft. The numerical results are used to both

calibrate a widely used CFD code, CFL3D, and to

obtain details of flap side-edge flow features not

discernible from experimental observations. Both

experimental set-ups were numerically modeled by

using multiple block structured grids. Various

turbulence models, grid block-interface interaction

methods and grid topologies were implemented.
Numerical results of both simulations are in excellent

agreement with experimental measurements and flow-

visualization observations. The flow field in the flap-

edge region was adequately resolved to discern some

crucial information about the flow physics and to

substantiate the merger of the two vortical structures, As

a result of these investigations, airframe noise modelers

have proposed various simplified models which use the

results obtained from the steady-state computations as

input.

An aerodynamic challenge related to the design of

subsonic transport aircraft is the determination and
reduction of radiated airframe noise. Research1

indicates that, as aircraft engines become quieter in the

near future, a significant contributor to airframe noise of

an aircraft on approach will be the high-lift system.

Within the complex three-dimensional flow field of a

high-lift system, the side-edge region of a partial-span

flap is suspected to produce the dominant noise source. 2

The noise associated with this region is believed to be

due to the formation and shedding of a flap side-edge

vortex and its interaction with the free shear layer.

Although the general mechanisms of flap side-edge
vortex formation are well known, details of the flow

field physics and associated unsteadiness required for

noise source generation in the flap side-edge region are

not completely understood. Knowledge of these details,

as well as other details of high-lift flow fields, are

crucial to the design of improved high-lift systems with

reduced airframe noise levels. Required flow field

details, that are not discernible from experimental

measurements or observations, will likely be determined

through the use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD).

Noise generation is an unsteady phenomenon, but

unsteady viscous three-dimensional flow field

computations are both time consuming and expensive.

For this reason, airframe noise modelers have proposed

various simplified models which use the results obtained

from steady-state Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes

(RANS) computations as input for noise source
models. 3-4 However, before the RANS results can be

confidently used in this capacity, they must be calibrated

against reliable test data.
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In this paper, experimental results of two partial-

span flap wing experiments are used to calibrate the use

of a RANS flow solver for predicting high-lift flow

fields and providing the details required by airframe
noise models. Although, Jones et al 5 have demonstrated
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theabilityof such a flow solver to simulate flow fields
about two-dimensional and three-dimensional muki-

element high-lift configurations, it is not known if

RANS flow solvers are capable of providing the small-

scale aerodynamic details associated with airframe
noise sources. 6 In the present work, structured RANS

computations were used as a modem analysis tool to

study two high-lift aerodynamic and aeroacoustic wind-

tunnel experiments in order to both calibrate a widely
used CFD code and to simulate some of the flow

features not captured by the experiments. Therefore, a

brief discussion of the two NASA experiments is

followed by a description of the numerical strategy.

Computed results, that concentrate on the flap side-edge

region, will be presented in detail and compared with

experimental data.

Experimental Investigations

A series of partial-span flap wing wind-tunnel

experiments were conducted at both the NASA Ames
Research Center 7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel 7 (7x10)

and at the NASA Langley Quiet Flow Facility 8 (QFF).

The purpose of these tests was to accurately document

the acoustic and aerodynamic characteristics associated

with the principle airframe noise sources, including flap

side-edge noise. Specific measurements were taken that

can be used to validate analytic and computational
models of the noise sources and associated

aerodynamics for configurations and conditions

approximating flight for transport aircraft.

7xl 0 Experiment

QFF Experiment

In an effort complementary to the 7x10 test,

aerodynamic and noise issues were investigated at the

QFF using a 16 inch chord model of similar geometry to

that of the 7x10 test model but with an aspect ratio of

2.25. In the QFF (Figure 2), jet flow enters vertically

through the floor of an anechoic chamber via a

converging inlet nozzle which accelerates the jet flow to
the desired entrance conditions. The partial-span flap

model (Figure 3) is mounted between two rectangular-

shaped end plates and positioned in the vertical jet

(Figure 4). The jet is constrained in the spanwise

direction of the wing by the two end plates but is
otherwise allowed to expand. Flow exits through a

converging exhaust nozzle positioned at the ceiling of

the large anechoic chamber. Because of the expansion of
the jet flow between the two end plates, wing loading

measurements were lower than those of the 7xl 0 test for

similar angles of attack and flap-deflection angles.

Therefore, the angles of attack of the QFF experiment

were adjusted so that the wing loadings more closely

matched those obtained in the Ames test. Microphone

arrays, directional microphones, 5-hole probe wake

surveys, pressure sensitive paint (PSP) applications, and

laser light sheet flow visualization were employed as

part of the QFF test.

Numerical Approach

All computations were performed on the Cray C-90

and Cray Y-MP super-computers of the National

Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS) facility located at the
NASA Ames Research Center.

The NASA Ames 7x10 test provided a data base of

aerodynamic forces and moments with accompanying

wing pressure distributions (750 pressure taps) for a
partial-span flap wing model 7. A sketch of the model

set-up is shown in Figure 1. The model was designed so

that a constant-chord rectangular wing with a NACA

632-215 Mod B airfoil cross-section resulted when the

flap was retracted; thereby providing a reference "two-
dimensional" flow to which the three-dimensional flows

of deployed-flap configurations could be compared. The

wing chord and span are Cw=30 inches and 2.5 c w,

respectively. The half-span flap has a chord of 0.3c w.

Measurements were taken at angles of attack ranging

from 0 to 15 degrees with flap deflections of 29 and 39

degrees. Microphone array and 7-hole probe near wake

surveys where also conducted as part of the 7xl 0 test.

Flow Solver
The RANS flow solver CFL3D 9 was used to

simulate both the 7x10 and the QFF experiments. This

code uses the unsteady, three'dimensional,

compressible, thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations to

model the flow on body-fitted structured grids with

multiple-block topologies. It is a semi-discrete cell-
centered finite-volume scheme, that can make use of

grid sequencing, local time-stepping, and multigridding

to accelerate convergence to a steady state; all three

techniques were utilized for all computations presented

herein. CFL3D allows both C0-continuous (one-to-one

matching at block interfaces) and patched block

interfaces; both of these were used in this study.

CFL3D advances the solution using an implicit

approximate factorization (AF) scheme. A block

tridiagonal inversion results for each AF sweep by using

2
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first-orderaccurateupwind-biaseddifferencingto
approximatetheimplicitspatialderivatives.However,
becausesteadystatesolutionsareconsidered,flux-
differencesplitting(FDS)canbeusedin conjunction
with a diagonalschemeto requireonly a scalar
tridiagonalinversionfor each AF sweep.This
simplificationreducesboththerequiredmemoryand
CPUtimewithoutdecreasingthe accuracyof the
computations.CFL3Dcanalso employflux-vector
splitting,butthisoptionwasnotusedto performthe
computationspresentedhere.Explicitspatialderivatives
areapproximatedusingthird-orderaccurateupwind-
biaseddifferencingfor theinviscidtermsandsecond-
orderaccuratecentereddifferencingfor theviscous
terms.Fullyturbulentsolutionswereobtainedusingthe
Spalart-Allmaras1° one-equationturbulencemodels.
The Spalart-Allmarasturbulencemodel is often
employedwhenhigh-liftconfigurationsareconsidered
becauseit hasbeenperformingadequatelyfor multiple
solidsurfacesandwake/boundarylayerinteractions.In
addition,it seemstoproducemoreaccuratesolutionsin
reverseflowregions,ascomparedwithotherturbulence
models.

Forpatchedzones,datatransferbetweenzonesis
accomplishedby linear interpolationin the
computationalcoordinatesystem.The interpolation
coefficientsrequiredfor CFL3Dareobtainedasapre-
processingstepusingtheRONNIE9preprocessor.

Gridding Strategy

Since these computed high-lift flow fields are to be

directly compared with experimental measurements and

observations, it is logical, as demonstrated by Cao et
a111 that the wind tunnel walls need to be modeled as

part of the numerical simulation. The multiple

components of a high-lift system require multiple grid
blocks. As it was mentioned earlier, CFL3D allows both

C0-continuous (one-to-one matching at block

interfaces) and patched block interfaces; both of these

were used in this study. The addition of the rectangular

walls adds some difficulty to a C0-continuous grid

construction, especially when the test facility geometry

is complex, such as the geometry of the QFF. An

alternative to C0-continuous grid construction is to use

patched block interfaces, By using patched grids, the

grid construction procedure is simplified and the

required number of grid points can generally be

reduced. In order to substantiate the use of patched grid

interfaces in future studies, computations where

performed on both C0-continuous and patched grids and

the resulting solutions where compared to the

experimental data.

Numerical Simulation of 7xl O Experiment

The partial-span flap wing tested in the NASA

Ames 7x10 was modeled using both a 16-block grid

with C0-continuous interfaces (Figure 5) and a 19-block

grid with mixed C0-continuous and patched interfaces

(Figure 6). The 16-block and 19-block grids have a total

of approximately 2.3 and 2.6 million points,

respectively. In each grid, the constant-area rectangular

test section was extended 15 chord lengths upstream and

downstream from the wing. Wing angles of attack of 4,

8, and 10 degrees with a flap deflection of 29 degrees
were considered for the numerical simulations. The

Reynolds number and Mach number used for the
simulations were 3.6x10 .6 and 0.2, respectively;

matching the 7x10 test conditions. The computational

grids used viscous grid spacing suitable for turbulent

boundary-layer computations at all wing surfaces. In

addition, a high concentration of grid-points was used to

resolve the flow field about the flap side-edge. Inviscid

grid-points spacing was used at all solid surfaces, apart

from those of the wing components, to limit the total

number of grid points and, thus, the required memory

and CPU time of the simulations. This methodology was

successfully used by other researchers to compute the
above set-up both with structured 6 and unstructured

grids. 12

Numerical Simulation of QFF Experiment

When a constant area rectangular-shaped test

section is considered, the grid generation, boundary-

condition specification and computations for a

numerical simulation are relatively simple; this is the
case for the numerical simulation of the 7×10

experiment. However, numerical simulations of the QFF

experiment present several challenges that have not been

previously addressed for the calculation of three-

dimensional, viscous, high-lift flow simulations. These

challenges include the numerical simulation of a high-

lift device in a semi-constrained jet flow, the presence of

large-scale circulatory flow throughout a large test

chamber, and the existence of large regions of near-

stagnant flow which is known to cause convergence and
accuracy difficulties for compressible codes.13A series

of grid alterations, such as grid refinements around the
end-plates and inside the area representing the anechoic

room, were performed to meet these computational

challenges.

The QFF experimental set-up was modeled using a

21-blocked grid with C0-continuous interfaces having

approximately 3.2 million grid points (Figure 7). As

illustrated in Figure 7a and 7b, the first 12 grid blocks

3
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usedin theinner-blocksof the7x10gridwereutilized
alsoastheinner-blocksoftheQ_ grid.Theseblocks
simulatethewing/flapsystemandthespacebetweenthe
supportingend-plates.Figure7cshowsthe21-block
QFFgrid.Foreaseofillustration,eachblockiscolored
differently.

ThechordReynold'snumberandaverageinlet-
throatMachnumberare1.8x106and0.2,respectively.
ToachievethecorrectthroatMachnumber,thepressure
ratiosattheinletnozzleandexhaustexitboundariesare
adjustediteratively.

EventhoughthenumericalsimulationoftheQ_
experimentsincludedcomputationsof athreeelement
high-liftconfigurationcomposedof a wing,pa_ial-
spannedflapanda full,spanleadingedgeslat,the
resultspresentedin thefollowingwill berelatedtothe
two-elementconfigurationonly14.In additionto
CFL3D,anotherwidelyusedLangleyRANScode,
TLNS3D-MB15wasalsoutilizedtosimulatetheQFF
experiment.14 Both grid methodologies, grid blocks

with C0-continuous block boundaries and patched block

interfaces, were utilized. Also, various angles-of-attack

and flap deflections were computed. However, for

brevity only results of the computations using CFL3D

code and the 21 block grid with C0-continuous grid

block boundaries for the angle-of-attack of 16 degrees

and 29 degree flap-deflection are presented.

Results

All numerical simulations of the experimental test

cases have been completed and show excellent

agreement with the experimental data. Various grid sizes

and topologies along with various turbulence models

were computed. A wide range of wing angle of attack

and flap deflections were also analyzed. Some sample

results are presented. These results (Figures 8-18) will

focus on the validation of the converged numerical

solutions through comparisons with experimental data

and on the analysis of the three-dimensionality of the

high-lift flow field, The analysis will concentrate on the

flow field in the flap side-edge region.

7xl 0 Simulation

Figure 8 gives the convergence history for the 10

degree angle-of-attack. Solution convergence of this
turbulent-viscous simulation is reached within 3000

iterations, with a four-order drop in the residual

magnitude. Both multigridding and mesh sequencing

were used to increase the solution convergence rate.

Figure 9 compares the computational and

experimental surface pressure distributions at four

spanwise locations. Two of the spanwise stations are in

the flapped region of the wing and the other two are in

the non-flapped segment of the wing. As is shown, the

computations are in good agreement with the

experimental data. The saddle type sectional pressure

Wofile near the flap side-edge is an indication of the

existence of some vorticity generation in this region. In

fact a detailed analysis of the flow field at the flap side

edge reveals the (see Figures 10 and 11) merging of a

strong vortex at the lower (pressure) side of the flap

edge with a weaker vortex from the top (suction) side.

Figure 10 shows the surface pressure contour and the

extent of the flow disturbance due to the flap on both

flapped region and non-flapped segment of the wing.

Figure 12 presents flap side-edge total pressure

contours andgrid topologies for both the 16-block grid

with CO-continuous grid boundaries and the 19-block

grid with patched block boundaries. Despite the

differences in grid topologies and grid-point

concentrations, both numerical solutions produce

agreeable results. This fact indicates some grid-

insensitivity of the present numerical solutions in the

flap side-edge region.

QFF Simulation

As it is shown in Figure 13a, the Mach :contour on a

cutting plane through the mid-span of the tunnel

illustrates the turning of the flow towards the flap

trailing edge. The tuming phenomenon is much stronger
for the QFF set-up than those observed for the 7x10

simulation and could be explained by the lack of

confining walls on the top and bottom of the wing set-

up. This can affect the down stream location and

shedding of the merged flap side-edge vortex. Figure
13b shows a portion of the QFF experiment

configuration and grid geometry downstream of the
nozzle looking onto the suction side of the wing.

Streamlines in the figure illustrate the extent of the

downwash that results from the semi-constrained jet.

Figures 14 and I5 show pressure contours on the

flap side-edge and in several planar cuts normal to the
s_eam direction. Note that the flap side-edge surface

pressure pattems are similar to those of the 7x10
simulation (Figure 10). This is another indication that

the QFF simulation can adequately capture some of the

flow phenomena of particular interest to the acoustics
community. As mentioned earlier, the appearance and

merging of the vortices at the flap side-edge has been
suspected to be one of the major sources of airframe

4
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noise.

Figure15givesplanarcutsnormaltotheflapside-
edgeatvariouschordlocations.Thepositionsofthese
cutsareindicatedin Figurel5f. Thepressurecontour
linesshowdetailsof developingvorticalstructuresand
indicatesthat the flap side-edgeflow of the QFF
simulationiswellresolved.

BoththeNASAAmes7x10andtheNASALangley
QFFexperimentsimulationsshowthedevelopmentand
mergerof aweakandastrongvortexin theflapside-
edgeregion.Ineachcase,astrongvortexdevelopsasa
resultof flowseparationfromthelowersurfaceatthe
flapedge(Figure15f).Flowreattachmentassociated
withthisvortexoccursontheflapedge.Thisattached
flowseparatesattheuppersurfaceoftheflapandforms
a weakervortexalongtheflapuppersurface(Figure
15b).Eventually,thereattachmentpositionofthestrong
vortexexceedstheconfinesoftheflapedge(Figure15c)
andthetwovorticesmergeintoasinglevortex(Figure
15d).Thevortexdetatchesat theflaptrailingedge
(Figure15e).

Thesecomputedresultsareconsistentwith laser-
light sheet,surfacepressuremeasurements16and
pressure-sensitivepaint (PSP) flow visualization
observations17conductedduringtheQFFexperiment.
Comparisonsofthecomputedresultswithexperimental
(PSP)observationsonthetopandflapside-edgeare
shownin figure16andfigure17,respectively.

Figure 18 comparesthe computationaland
experimentalsurfacepressuredistributionsat six
spanwiselocations.Fourofthespanwisestationsarein
theflappedregionofthewingandtheothertwoarein
thenon-flappedregionof thewing.As is shown,the
computationsare in good agreementwith the
experimentaldata.Figures18cand 18dshowthe
signatureof theflapside-edgevortexon thesetwo
sectionpressureprofiles.Anin-depthlookattheareas
enclosedby the pressuredistributionsindicatesthe
extentof thespanloadingfor theset-updiscussed
above.

modelingoftwop_ial-spanhigh-liftwings,including
thewindtunnelwalls,mountedin twodifferenttest
facilities:theNASAAmes7-by lO,FootWindTunnel
andtheNASALangleyQuietFlowFacility.Numerical
simulationof theQFFexperimentwhichconsistedof
modelingof thehigh-liftwing,end-plates,inlet:nozzle,
anechoicroomandexhaustnozzle,presentedseveral
challengesthatweresuccessfullyaddressedforthefirst
timein thiswork.Variousturbulencemodels,grid
block.interfaceinteractionmethodsandgridtopologies
wereimplemented.Theflowfieldinthe flapside-edge
regionwasadequatelyresolvedtodiscernsomecrucial
informationabouttheflowphysicsandto substantiate
themergerof thetwovorticalstructures.Numerical
resultsof bothsimulationsarein excellentagreement
withexperimentalmeasurementsandflow-visualization
observations. _ _
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Figure 1" Sketch of the side view of the Ames 7x10

experimental set-up.

Figure 3: Sketch of the high-lift wing section, a planar

cut at wing mid-span.

Air vents

Vibration isolator

6.1 m (20 ft)

7.3 m (24 ft)

Vibration control device

Figure 2: Diagram of the LaRC Quiet Flow Facility

Side View

Top View

Figure 4: Top- and side-view of QFF set-up.
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Figure 5: Grid blocks with CO continuous block

interfaces for 16-block "7x 10 grid".

Figure 6: Grid blocks with patched block interfaces for

19-block "7x 10 grid".

Figure 5b" Close-up view of the flap side-edge grid with
CO continuous block interfaces.

Figure 6b" Close-up view of the flap side edge grid with

patched block interfaces.
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Figure 7a: Sketch of "7x10 grid" blocks versus "QFF

grid" blocks below.
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Figure 7b" Sketch of "QFF grid" blocks using the inner

block of "7xl 0 grid" blocks.

Figure 7c" Close-up view of the "QFF grid" topology

between the supporting end-plates.
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Figure 8: Convergence history for "7xl0 simulation",
M=0.2, Re=3.6x 106, cz= 10°, 8f=29 °.
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Figure 9: Comparison of computed pressure distributions at various spanwise locations with the "7x10 data"

M--0.2, Re=3.6xl06, _ 10°, 15f=29°
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Figure10:Surfacepressurecoefficientcontourand
"7x10grid"topologyof thetunnelsidewall,M=0.2,
Re=3.6x106,cz=10°,8f=29°.

Figure 12: Comparison of flap side-edge pressure
contours for the two different grid block systems and

topologies, M=0.2, Re=3.6x 106, cz=10 °, 8f=29 °.

M

_0.41

..........,). 2 ,'

0.14
0.00

Figure 11" 7x10 pressure contour at and on a

perpendicular cut to the flap side-edge, M=0.2,
Re=3.6x 106, ot=10 °, _5f=29 °.

Figure 13a: Grid topology of QFF and Mach contour in

a planar cut at the mid-span, M=0.2, Re=l.8xl06,

cz=16°, 8f=29 °.
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Figure 15: Pressure contour lines on various cutting

planes perpendicular to flap side-edge for the "QFF
simulation", M=0.2, Re=l.8× 106, ot=16 °, 8r=29 °.

Figure 13b: Close-up view of pressure contour and

stream lines near the jet nozzle for the "QFF
simulation", M=0.2, Re= 1.8x 106, cz= 16°, 8f=29 °.

p
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Figure 16: Comparison of PSP and CFD pressure

coefficients on the suction side of the wing for the "QFF
simulation", M=0.2, Re= 1.8x 106, _z=16°, 8f=29 °.

_-- -- ,,., : -.....

pap

Figure 14: Close-up view of pressure contours in planar

cuts perpendicular to the flap side-edge for the "QFF
simulation", M=0.2, Re= 1.8x 106, or= 16°, 8f=29 °. Figure 17: Comparison of PSP and CFD pressure

coefficients on the flap side-edge for the "QFF
simulation", M=0.2, Re=l.8x 106, ot=16 °, 8f=29 °.
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Figure 18: Comparison of computed pressure coefficients with the "QFF data"

M=0.2, Re=l.8xl06, o_=16 °, _5f=29°
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